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Easy interoperability between agencies, regardless of the type of
response. Patch, multi-select, simplex repeater, and duplex repeater

operational modes allow for a single interface for up to four mobile or
portable radios. Optimal for mounting in a vehicle or simply setting up

at Incident Command or an EOC. Minimal setup requirements, easy
operation ensure faster communications deployment.
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TCB-4 Mobile – Key Operational Features

Patching radios allows the User to speak to multiple radios at the same time,
AND allows any radio that is patched to also hear the transmissions to and
from all other patched radios. Example: User has Radios 1, 2, & 4
patched. When the User talks through the microphone, “This is the IC,
can you hear me?”, Radios 1, 2, & 4 hear the same transmission.
Radio 1 respond: “I hear you IC”;
Radio 2 response: “Coming in loud & clear”;
Radio 4 response: “Please repeat”.

The User (IC) hears all responses, AND Radios 2 & 4 hear
Radio 1’s response(s) and vise versa.

Multi-Select Mode allows the User to speak to multiple radios at the same time. However, any
audio/converstion the User receives from each radio is only heard by the User and the person
transmitting. Example: User has Radios 1, 2, & 3 multi-selected. When the User talks through
the microphone, “This is the IC, can you hear me?”, Radios 1, 2, & 3 hear the same transmission.
Radio 1 respond: “I hear you IC”; Radio 2 response: “Coming in loud & clear”;
Radio 3 response: “Please repeat”. The User (IC) hears all responses, but Radios 2 & 3
cannot hear Radio 1’s response and vise versa.

How to tell which radio is
currently selected?

GREEN (receiving audio)

RED (sending audio)
Click a RADIO button

to select 

User is provided a single communications interface for up to four radios (mobile or portable).
When in Individual Select Mode, the User is talking to a single radio - which radio is based upon the
last selected radio button. Example: User last selected Radio 2, when User activates the microphone
again, they will be talking to Radio 2. To switch to a different radio, User simply presses [Radio 3]
button and is now talking to only Radio 3.

How to tell if system/radios
are multi-selected?

YELLOW

Click M-SELECT button
to select & un-select system

How to tell if system/radios
are patched?

BLUE

Click PATCH button
to patch & un-patch system

Multi-Select Mode

Patched Mode

Individual Select Mode



Regardless of why you’re there,
Know communications won’t be one of the problems

Field Deployment: Multi-Agency Response

When multiple agencies come together to form a response effort, communications
often gets complicated or is pushed to the back burner. However, without
communications, the response effort suffers. In this example, the standard agencies
for a response are present: Police, Fire, EMS, and County Sheriff. The Incident
Commander may be from one of these agencies or may be the County EM.

With the TCB-4 Mobile, the IC simply switches to the channel used by each agency
and is ready to coordinate the response.

The TCB-4 Mobile provides the IC:
► A single microphone to interface to all four radios

► Easy visual cues as to what mode is active
(color LCD buttons)

► The ability to patch agencies (radios) together,
regardless of frequency, encryption, or other factors

►The ability to multi-select, allowing the IC to pass the
same information to multiple agencies at once,
without patching their channels together
(like a 1-way conference call)

► The ability to change a radio from standard
transmit/receive to simplex or duplex repeater
mode, should the need arise

IC Operational Position

R1: Police R2: Fire
R3: EMS

R4: Sheriff



Technical Specifications
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Operational Modes
► Individual Select Mode - Radio receiving =    Radio transmitting = GREEN RED

User is provided a single communications interface for up to four
radios (mobile or portable). When in Individual Select Mode, the User
is talking to a single radio - which radio is based upon the last selected
radio button. Example: User last selected Radio 2, when User
activates the microphone PTT again, they will be talking to Radio 2. To
switch to a different radio, User simply presses [Radio 3] button and is
now talking to only Radio 3. 

► Multi-Select Mode - Multi-Select button & all multi-selected radio buttons - YELLOW
Multi-Select Mode allows the User to speak to multiple radios at the same
time. However, any audio/converstion the User receives from each radio is
only heard by the User and the person transmitting. Example: User has
Radios 1, 2, & 3 multi-selected. When a User talks through the microphone,
“This is the IC, can you hear me?”, Radios 1, 2, & 3 hear the same
transmission. Radio 1 respond: “I hear you IC”; Radio 2 response: “Coming
in loud & clear”; Radio 3 response: “Please repeat”. The User (IC) hears all
responses, but Radios 2 & 3 cannot hear Radio 1’s response and vise versa.

►Patched Mode - Patch button and all actively patched radio buttons = BLUE
Patching radios allows the User to speak to multiple radios at the same time, AND
allows any radio that is patched to also hear the transmissions to and from all other
patched radios. Example: User has Radios 1, 2, & 4 patched. When the User talks
through the microphone, “This is the IC, can you hear me?”, Radios 1, 2, & 4 hear
the same transmission. Radio 1 respond: “I hear you IC”; Radio 2 response:
“Coming in loud & clear”; Radio 4 response: “Please repeat”. The User (IC) hears
all responses, AND Radios 2 & 4 hear Radio 1’s response(s) and vise versa. 

Power
► +15V DC Power Input (power cable included)

Speaker & Volume Control
► 3.5W Internal speaker
► 10W External speaker input available
► [FRONT] Volume control = encoder

Microphone
► [FRONT] Speaker microphone input (speaker mic. included)

Physical
Height: 2.41” (62mm)
Width: 6.99” (178mm)
Depth: 6.69” (170mm)

Weight: 2.50 pounds (1134g)
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